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Commitment to Fans Reminder

Before outlining the proposed structure of STFC below is a reminder of the commitments made to supporters in
Clem Morfuni’s response to TrustSTFC’s open letter:

My initial plan is as set out below:
Obtain agreement, in principle and subject to contract, to purchase the shares at STFC and immediately carry out appropriate due diligence to ensure we are aware of the debts, 
financial position and issues facing STFC going forward.
Review and seek to resolve debts that STFC has and invest in the Club to ensure it has a stable and proper financial footing.
Review the football management structure of the Club and make appropriate changes to ensure that we can build stability and make improvements to the playing side of the club.
Review the commercial management of the Club and make appropriate changes to grow commercial revenue which can then be reinvested in STFC.
Invest in management staff that will provide regular engagement with our supporters, media, and the local community.
Provide quarterly management and financial updates to provide transparency to the Trust on the financial position and performance of STFC.
Commence monthly meetings with representatives from the Trust, STFC and Swindon Town Official Supporters Club. Minutes of these meetings will be circulated and kept as a record 
to measure future performance against stated aims and goals. 
Restart the plans with supporters to purchase the County Ground from Swindon Borough Council.
Set out plans for staged improvements and developments at the County Ground so that it is a multi-purpose high quality stadium fit for purpose for the  21st Century
To prepare and file full annual accounts regularly and on time (audited where required).
To answer all questions from all local media outlets and never seek to censor or avoid proper questions. 

My commitments to supporters and the wider community of Swindon and surrounding areas:
I will always be open and transparent on all matters in regard to STFC.
I will provide regular engagement and communication with the supporters and the wider community of Swindon and surrounding areas.
I will build a sustainable future for STFC, investing in the infrastructure of the Club with the aim to take it forwards to being a stable Championship Club.
I will build a sensible structure and present a 1, 3, 5 and 10 year plan that will aim to carry and develop STFC into the future.
Further to all of the above, I will not take a salary or any personal fee payments from the Club for the time I own a controlling interest in the club 
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Club Ambassador 
Don Rogers 

Sponsors/Partners Rep.
David Coe 

TrustSTFC Representative 
Steve Mytton/James 
Spencer/Alex Pollock 

Official Supporters Club Rep.
Christine Kyle/Anthony Reeves/Andy 

Cossens  

Clem Morfuni

• Board to meet monthly to review and assess performance and strategic direction of STFC 
• Board meetings will ensure open and transparent engagement but all attendees must agree to confidentiality 

Eddie Parladorio Zavier Austin 

Advisory Board Structure 
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Rob AngusSTFF Foundation
Jon Holloway

STFC Women
Tom Hartley



• Introduction & Previous Minutes and Actions – Clem Morfuni

• County Ground Update

• Legal Update - Eddie Parladorio

• Business Update, including Financials – Rob Angus

• STFC Womens Update – Tom Hartley

• TrustSTFC Feedback – Alex Pollock

• OSC Feedback – Andy Cossens 

• Sponsor/Partner feedback – David Coe 

• AOB - Any Other Business 

• Review Actions and agree Agenda for next meeting – All

CHAIRED BY CLEM MORFUNI

Meeting Agenda
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• Historic external debt now down from c£7.5m to c£1m under CM’s ownership

• Plans to buy County Ground moving at pace with exchange due by end of January and discussions on funding purchase of County Ground by Nigel Eady Trust Fund progressing well

• Integration of STFC Womens progressing well with FA Cup game v Paulton Rovers on 22 October providing a record attendance for STWFC

• Under 16s policy revised following good behaviour in recent games with U14s only needing to be accompanied with a responsible person 

• Club signed Armed Forces Covenant reflecting its respect for our Armed Forces and those serving and looking to work more closely together going forwards.  New Armed Forces 
branch of Official Supporters Group also set up 

• Supporters groups working together to see how the atmosphere in the County Ground could be improved 

• Plans for a Sponsors/Partners STFC Business Club being discussed  

November Executive Summary
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Attendees – Clem Morfuni (CM), Zav Austin (ZA), Don Rogers (DR), James Spencer (Trust STFC) (JS), Anthony Reeves (OSC) (AR), David Coe (DC), Jon Holloway (JH), Tom Hartley (TH) 
and Rob Angus (RA). Apologies, Eddie Parladorio (EP).

1.1 The minutes and actions from the previous meeting were agreed.  The following open actions were discussed:

Action – Discussions are continuing and will look to loop in the STFC Community Foundation into these discussions. AC updated that the OSC do not currently have the resources 
to drive the fanzone.  CM asked AC, SW and JC to set out their thoughts and a plan re a fanzone at the County Ground.  Thoughts and feedback provided.

Action - RA and JS will meet to discuss the Club’s marketing and data needs.  Update, initial meeting held with follow up in progress.  Club need to work with Ticketmaster to 
ensure end to end journey tagging is live and working before investing in digital marketing spend.  Update – tagging now implemented RA to follow up with AP and JS with new 
ticketing team – work to explore continues

Action – AP to look at the possibility of a joint statue for Don Rogers and John Trollope – Update – Trust now close to finalising order for statue

Action - SW to provide detailed plans and cost estimates for Museum.  Meeting with CM and Trust members during September.  Meeting held with initial plans agreed and 
estimates being sought.

Action – RA to highlight and advertise use of ‘Kick it Out’ App –done 

Action – RA to send STFCW sponsorship pack to DC - done

Action – RA to set out STFC roles for OSC – on website

Action – OSC, Trust and STBL and other fan groups to work together to see how we can improve atmosphere at the County Ground to support the team – meeting with 
supporters groups due in next few weeks

Action – OSC, Trust to feedback on Christmas event ideas – RA to circulate Club plans and receive feedback

Action RA and JW to provide an STFC Business Directory and Diary of Events for Sponsors/Partners 

November Minutes & Actions Review
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1.1 The meeting started with RA going through the minutes and actions from the previous meeting as noted on previous page. 

2.1 RA and ZA provided the legal update and noted that Centerplate petition was due to be heard this week but is expected to be resolved soon with STFC sending our dispute on the debts claimed.  
The disputes on the legal costs due in respect of the DPDS debt continues.  The Mercedes debt remains an issue to resolve.  

2.2 It was noted that the Club is trying to close out the FA Charges whilst Power and Standing are looking to defer until the Standing v Power case is heard which will be sometime in 2023.

2.3 County Ground deal continues with Exchange agreed for 31/1/2023.  Work is now progressing at speed to finalise the sale, lease and JV agreements.  Positive discussions with the Nigel Eady 
Trust Fund in respect of them funding the purchase of the ground which would be an amazing legacy from Nigel.  

3.1 RA then provided the business and financial update.  Noting that the overall external historic debt had now reduced from c£7.5m when CM took over to c£1m. With all repayment plans on 
track and the majority of the debt owed to the EFL on interest free loans. 

3.2 RA noted that half season tickets and 3 game match bundles providing good ticket price savings were now available.  Work continues on school and youth football ticketing initiatives with Trust 
STFC and the STFC Foundation where sponsorship/partnership opportunities exist to expand this important initiative.  We have our Armed Forces respect and remembrance game on 12/11 
providing discounted tickets to current and former members of the Armed Forces.  The Club will also be signing the Armed Forces Covenant which commits the Club to work closely and with
respect to our Armed Forces and their families.  The OSC also noted the work they have done with Major General Darren Crook to set up an Armed Forces branch of the OSC which was warmly 
welcomed by all.

3.3 Sponsorship and Partnership opportunities remain and Commercial Manager, James Watts is driving these.  DC is supporting as Advisory Board member for Sponsors/Partners and is engaging 
Sponsors/Partners to gain their feedback and ideas.  Conferencing and Catering bookings for non-matchdays are improving thanks to Sales Manager, Rachel Burt.

3.4 RA raised the issues we have had with behaviour following vandalism to toilets and seats and pitch invasions which all cost the Club money.  The Club had instigated a policy that U16s be 
accompanied by a responsible person given that evidence pointed to groups of unaccompanied U16s causing issues which included forcing season ticket holders away from their seats.  RA 
noted that this policy had been deployed as a risk based tool.  The Trust and OSC asked if the Club could revisit the policy to try and encourage more fans to attend and to not dissuade 15 and 
16 year old supporters from coming to games.  RA had noted that behaviour had improved in recent games and CM agreed to revise the policy so that only U14s are required to be 
accompanied by a responsible person. It was noted that anyone identified damaging club property, invading the pitch or using pyrotechnics will be banned and could face criminal prosecution.

3.5 RA noted that plans for a Café/Museum are being considered and quotes received along with how the Club might provide hospitality options in the Don Rogers Stand

3.6 RA noted the Academy and Safeguarding updates where improvements continue to be made.

4.1 TH provided the STWFC update and noted what a great success the double header game was with a record STWFC attendance of 720 for the game v Paulton Rovers.  The work done on the 
programme for this game and STWFC wearing the new 3rd kit was a great fillip for the Women’s team.  Work continues on integrating STWFC and RA noted and thanked all the great work from 
the current STWFC committee and volunteers which is so important as we work towards to the integration and how we can take STWFC forwards working together.  

November Minutes & Actions Review
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5.1 AR provided the OSC feedback and asked if more shelves and tables could be put in the concourses to which RA responded by saying that shelving was at a maximum and tables 
would impact evacuation plans and impact capacity levels.  AR asked about the plans to turn the Junior Reds room into a hospitality/bar area and RA noted that this is 
something the Club is considering and that options to move those families using the Junior Reds room will be brought into the plans for the FanZone.  

5.2 AR asked if at the next double header game the kiosks in the Don Rogers could be kept open for a little while and also asked if the Club had considered auctioning match worn 
shirts from players to which RA noted that is something the Club is considering.

5.3 AR talked about plans the OSC have to set up fan hubs across the STFC geography to build better fan connections and to help with things such as transport etc.  OSC are also 
working with other supporter groups as to how we can improve the atmosphere in the County Ground. 

5.4 AR asked if there was an ability to increase the number of female toilets in the Don Rogers stand to which RA noted that structurally this could be difficult but something we can
look at with the development plans. AR also noted issues with queuing and smoking areas in the Arkells stand which RA agreed to investigate

6.1 JS provided the Trust update and noted that the new website had been completed and will go live in early January.  The Trust are also looking to survey fans on different ideas re 
transport to the ground in a more ‘green’ and efficient way.  JS also noted the questions on the debentures answered by CM which are provided in this Board pack.  

7.1 DC provided the sponsors/partners feedback and noted the need to have a business directory and diary of events to which RA said he would work with James Watts,
Commercial Manager to provide.  Action RA and JW to provide an STFC Business Directory and Diary of Events for Sponsors/Partners 

7.2 DC also noted that he had the 1st meeting of a potential Sponsors/Partners STFC business club on 18/11 in the Boardroom

8.1 JH provided the Foundation update and noted that a new Memory Café supporting those with dementia would start on 17/11 at the County Ground with DR and RA both 
attending.  

8.2 JH noted the need to add 2 stands for Foundation Park to ensure it can be a suitable home for STWFC fixtures and TH agreed to discuss potential funding options with TH and 
RA.  JH also noted the Foundations has a drop and shop plan for families for their children while parents do Christmas shopping.

8.3 JH noted the strong relationship the Foundation now have with STFC Academy and also their plans of building a Cost of Living Hardship Fund to help families in difficulty given 
the rising cost of living

8.4 Next meeting due on Tuesday 6 December at 9am 

November Minutes & Actions Review
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Workstream Progress/Achievements/Comments Current RAG Comments/Actions to Green

Contracted 
Commitments

• The club is continuing to look at a number of the contracts signed in the past and checking whether they are enforceable and appropriate 
• Every effort will be made to fight these contractual claims where possible.  Outstanding include Centerplate, DPDS (legal costs), Mercedes and 

Jewell
• Centerplate has taken over the Winding up petition, in respect of an old outstanding debt from outsourcing catering.  The Club will continue 

to contest as it believes the amount due to Centerplate is much lower than claimed, next court hearing due later in November, if not settled 
beforehand.

On Track
• Continued review of contracts and legal action 

to defend the Club’s position  

County Ground 

• JV now set up, Bank Account set up.  Discussions with Trust lawyer James Maton and Greg Callard (Royds Withy King) going well, revisiting JV 
agreement etc for County Ground purchase.  

• SBC have approved County Ground acquisition by JV
• Legal and funding discussions continue, with positive discussions with Nigel Eady Trust Fund 
• Long stop dates agreed with SBC for exchange and completion  - January and July 2022 

On Track • Engagements with SBC and driving CG 
acquisition for 2022

Other Issues

• The Club has been charged with a breach of the FA’s funding regulations relating to the previous owner and alleged funding relationships he 
had in place.  The Club will defend its position and likely plead mitigation given that Clem had no knowledge of these arrangements and the 
Club is being run in a open, transparent and proper manner under Clem’s stewardship.  The Club has now made its submissions to the FA and 
awaits further dialogue from the FA.

On Track 
• Awaiting response form the FA 

BY EDDIE PARLADORIO 

Legal Update
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Workstream Progress/Achievements/Comments Current RAG Actions to Green / Comments

Financial Update
• Historic debts now estimated at c£1m, down from c£7.5m historic debts when CM took over
• Repayment plans on track but it will take time to repay these remaining debts

On Track 
• Roll forward accounts/start prep for mgt accounts
• Assess accuracy of historic financials 

Ticketing

• Half Season tickets now on sale along with 3 game bundles driving good ticket pricing savings  
• Golden Ticket to Oz promotion with flights and accommodation paid for by Clem for 10 days in Sydney for a lucky season ticket holder if we get 

to 6k season ticket sales.  Competition extended to include match day bundles and half season ticket sales 
• Continue to work with STFC Foundation and Trust STFC with ticketing initiatives for schools and youth football clubs  
• For the game v Tranmere on 12 November we will be paying respects to our Armed Forces and providing discounted tickets to current and 

former members of the Armed Forces as well as paying our respects as our Remembrance game.  We are also lLooking at games where we can 
recognise NHS & Care workers and our emergency services 

On Track
• Continue to strive for 10k home supporters and 6k 

Season Ticket holders

Sales & Marketing

• More stock for the 2nd and 3rd kits are in the shop and selling well.  Further quantities and sizes of the 1st kit are due in early December
• Commercial and partnership opportunities still available from larger to smaller including – stadium sponsorship, community ticketing initiative, 

and social media along with sponsorship opportunities for STFCW, STFC Academy and STFC Foundation.  Commercial Manager, James Watts is 
doing a good job driving up revenues all of which are re-invested in the Club.

• Hospitality packages for 1879 and Robins suite are available with Sales Manager, Rachel Burt ready to take bookings   
• Conferencing & Catering bookings for non-matchdays and evenings is getting a further push with much space available for conferences, 

collaboration meeting space and parties and events.  Improvements made to WiFi with great support from Verelogic and Allied Telesis as we 
seek to improve the aging IT infrastructure at the County Ground 

• New in-house Kiosk offering has had further improvements made including Chicken Balti pies and Hot Dogs & Burgers also now offered.  All 
monies received re-invested in the Club.

Amber 

• Continue to improve retail offering 
• Looking for partners and sponsors for 22/23 season
• Drive use of County Ground for parties, 

conferences and events 

PR & Social Media
• Major goal is to go from bottom of 92 clubs in fan engagement (last season) to top of the 92.  Events like Fans Forum held on 28 September will 

help in this regard.
• Looking for parties to work with for a football style documentary on the ‘rebuild’ for our Club

Amber
• Continue positive PR and media reach
• Consider 3rd parties who could document the 

‘rebuild’ under a new era 

Outstanding Issues

• EFL have issued fan behavior guidelines with automatic bans for pitch invasions and pyrotechnic usage.  Seen some issues with pyrotechnic 
usage to date, anyone found using or holding pyros will be banned from stadium in line with EFL rules.  EFL are pushing this message hard across 
their communication channels and via all clubs

• Damage to Town End seats and toilets by our own supporters is disappointing, along with pitch invasions.  Predominately driven by groups of 
U16s.  People who are found to be damaging Club property will be prosecuted and banned.

Amber
• Support Police with issues with small minority of 

fans 

Opportunities
• Supporter events – fanzones, local schools and sportclubs, diversity and inclusion group engagements ongoing and continue to be discussed with 

OSC and Trust  
Amber

• Fanzones
• Supporter Group engagement and support

Stadium Safety & 
Maintenance

• Stadium repairs continue, with work continuing to make improvements and to maintain the stadium
• Plans for a café/museum by the shop and for a Don Rogers Club  

Amber
• General stadium maintenance improvements

BY ROB ANGUS

Business Update
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BY ROB ANGUS 

Financial Update
External Debt Position July ’21 Feb ’22 Mar ’22 Apr ’22 May ’22 June ‘22 July ‘22 Aug ‘22 Sept ‘22 Oct ‘22

Debenture Debt £2.95m £2.95m £2.95m £2.95m £2.95m £2.95m £2.95m £2.95m £0 £0

HMRC £1.46m £385k £309k £234k £158k £82k £0 £0 £0 £0

EFL Hardship £1.04m £690k £690k £690k £690k £690k £690k £515k £515k £515k

EFL Covid Variation 
Loan

£119k £99k £99k £79k £79k £79k £79k £79k £79k £60k

Bounce Back Loan £50k £45k £43k £41k £41k £40k £39k £38k £35k £35k

SBC £370k £120k £120k £120k £120k £120k £120k £120k £120k £120k

Puma (Aged) £190k £0k £0k £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Contractual disputes £570K £500k £500k £500k £450k £450k £350k £350k £350k £350k

Contractual disputes -
Football

£130K £45k £45k £40k £40k £40k £40k £40k £40k £40k

Trade Creditors (Aged) £432k £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Football Debtors (Aged) £120k £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

Total £7.43m £4.83m £4.76m £4.66m £4.53m £4.45m £4.25m £4.09m          £1.1m £1.1m
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Workstream Progress/Achievements/Comments Current RAG Comments/Actions to Green

Assess Academy Quality

• Assessment of Academy facilities ongoing with aim to improve Academy 
• Academy have moved its main office to front of car park with great work by the Academy and friends of the Academy who are upgrading these 

old ‘buildings’ also supported by office furniture donated by Nationwide.   
• Investments being made with new Academy Mini-Bus, working with M4 Van Centre 

Amber • Review ongoing  

Plans for 
Better Facilities

• New Academy physio has started  
• Working to ensure there are better facilities for the Academy on an ongoing basis 
• Ben Hawkins has taken new Player Care role in the Academy with Kirk McGinn new Safeguarding officer and head of education    

Amber • Ongoing improvements to the Academy  

Safeguarding Update

Safeguarding Summary

Arising matters and key information from the reporting summary
5 concerns raised this month

2 instances of bullying outside of the club, which coaches are aware of and monitoring before it affects the players at the club.

2 incidents of adult approaching the club about a child (same child), concern raised and managed with the child’s parents.

1 incident of disruptive behaviour at a foundation coaching 
Monthly meeting for Safeguarding was completed again this month with Shane, Rob and Kirk in attendance

Safeguarding Risk Register
No new issues.

Policy Tracker

Update for the Match day Safeguarding policy; under 16s to be accompanied by an adult while attending matches. This was raised after concerns 

of under 16’s attended the Newport match unaccompanied and causing damage to Club Property and running on the pitch.

Amber
• Continue to review and improve safeguarding 

standards 

ED&I Update
The Club has completed its ED&I plan and submitted to the EFL for review.  RA had meeting with EFL and STFC currently on track to meet EFL 
requirements for ED&I but always looking to improve  Amber • Continue to embed ED&I across the business 

BY ROB ANGUS AND CLEM MORFUNI

Academy Plans
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Workstream Progress/Achievements/Comments Current RAG Actions to Green / Comments

Swindon Town WFC 
Integration

• Regular meetings taking place to transition STWFC in to the main operations of STFC
• On-going collaboration with existing STWFC Committee to map tasks and activities to maintain day-to-day operations of the club
• Aim to be fully transitioned by the start of the 2023/24 season
• Amount agreed to refund players for payment of 2022/23 playing fees. No playing fees will be charged moving forwards
• Opportunity to develop strategy for commercial, media and football, utilizing skills, knowledge and resource at STFC

On Track

• Weekly / Fortnightly meeting to track 
progress and aid smooth transition

• Confirm list of players to be re-paid and 
complete transactions

• Develop strategy for commercial, media and 
football business

Playing Kit
• STWFC received new green kit, which was worn in FA Cup fixture at County Ground
• Exploration of up to date red kit for STWFC teams, across 2022/23 season and 2023/24
• Exploration of new kit for coaching team

On Track
• Further discussions in to use of red kit and 

coaches kit, and how this is integrated with 
current stock

Foundation Park and County 
Ground Fixtures

• Exploration with Community Foundation for fixtures at the venue for STWFC 1st Team and Development Team for entire 2023/24 season. 
This move will see STWFC utilise the facility every Sunday through the season for games, or training where there is a break in fixtures

• First Double-Header game taken place at County Ground, with STWFC securing a 10-0 win and setting a record attendance of 720.
On Track

• Agree Future Games to take place at County 
Ground

• Finalise bookings with Community 
Foundation for 2023/24 season

Media & Engagement

• High level of engagement in the build up, delivery and post-game reaction to double-header fixture
• Opportunity to develop media and engagement plan with STFC media team, providing frequent and consistent news and updates from 

STWFC
On Track

• Development of media and engagement 
plan

Expenses Bursary for Coaches
• Finalising tiered expenses budget for STWFC coaching and support team. When agreed, process and tiering system will be shared with 

coaching team
On Track

* Agreement needed on proposed bursary 
figures

BY TOM HARTLEY

Swindon Town Women FC
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Workstream Progress/Achievements/Comments Current RAG Actions to Green / Comments

Office Space & County 
Ground Facilities

• Office space made available to STWFC so women’s team can have a permanent and physical presence at the County Ground
• STWFC will take up space previously used by Swindon Town Academy
• Space made available to STWFC to undertake pre-game analysis sessions in spare hospitality rooms in Arkells stand on Thursday 

evenings prior to training

On Track
• Office space to be prepared, ready for 

STWFC to move in

Away Game Travel
• To ease travel to away games, scoping possibility of coach hire or minibus use to transport players to away fixtures
• Opportunity to use Academy and Foundation minibuses when available

On Track
• Mapping current fixture schedules to 

Foundation and Academy minibus 
availability

Aligned Player Pathway & 
Training Facilities

• STWFC will align the player development pathway with the Community Foundation – Opportunity to continue scoping the pathway and 
support for coaches working across all women’s football activities

• Aligned pathway creates clear opportunity for players emerging from the Foundation pathway to be signposted to STWFC teams if
appropriate

• Aligned pathway and concentration of 3x STWFC teams reduces competition for players with grassroots clubs in the region and highlights 
clear opportunities for aspiring female footballers in the region

On Track
• On-going conversations and collaboration 

between STWFC and Community Foundation

Sponsorship Opportunities
• With integration of STWFC in to STFC, opportunity to develop sponsorship opportunities for women’s team
• Scoping of current sponsorship commitments held by STWFC
• Identification of sponsorship opportunities for 2022/23 season and across long term future

On Track
• Development of sponsorship plan, utilising 

the resources of STFC commercial team

Long Term Strategy

• Development of 2, 5, and 10 year strategy to support the development of STWFC, providing financial stability and long term support for 
the club

• Work with departments across the club to highlight areas of opportunity for growth for STWFC, establishing the club and securing it’s long 
term future

• Taking steps to formally place the constitution of STWFC as part of STFC

Action 
Needed

• Development of strategy with involvement 
from key stakeholders across the club and 
community

BY TOM HARTLEY

Swindon Town Women FC
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BY  ANTHONY REEVES

Subject Details Current RAG Comments

Fan Zone • OSC to working with Club to look at Fan Zone options for Matchdays next season On Hold • Investigations continue. 

Lines of 
Communication

• OSC request a staffing structure including job role to aid communications with the club Ongoing
• Email/Phone numbers to be included
• Awaiting club response

Stadium Signage 
Replacement

• OSC looking to replace old logos on signage around the ground. Ongoing • Signage ordered

Under 16 Entry • Why do under 16s need to be accompanied by an adult to enter the ground? Why has this been brought in now?
Fan Query/ 
Comment

• Some options suggested- Game by 
game Season Ticket card, so can be 
revoked if trouble caused

• Increased stewarding
• Add named responsible adult for U16 

to ticketing database
• An under 16s section
• Allow unaccompanied under 16s in 

parts of the ground but not the Town 
End

Concourse 
Shelve/tables

• Fans a commenting that they are enjoying their pre-match beer and pasty, but can the club consider extra shelves, tables, etc for 
fans to place their beer and food on so they don’t have to juggle them?

Fan Query/ 
Comment

• Shelves at a maximum and tables 
impact capacity limits

Junior Reds Room
• Is there any truth that that the Junior Reds room is being closed for a bar? Will the kids be given somewhere else to go pre-

game?
Fan Query/ 
Comment

• Considering Bar and Hospitality options 
and will look at family areas for fanzone

Bottle lids
• Whilst it has been made clear that lids on bottles are not permitted, why do Stewards continue to have them. Some even 

mocking fans. Fans are now bringing in their own drinks bottles that include fixed lids, should stewards not have the same?

Fan Query/ 
Comment • Stewards will be spoken to about this

STFC Double header
• When we have another Double Header (Men's game followed by Ladies game), could the food kiosks stay open after the men's 

game in the Don Rogers Stand? The Legends Lounge had run out by the time some fans got there. Losing the club income.
Fan Query/ 
Comment

• Will look out with plans for next double 
header

Hospitality MC • Will Phil King be returning to MC in Hospitality? Concern that he is not there and would like to know why he hasn’t returned.
Fan Query/ 
Concern

• Chris Hull providing MC in Hospitality 

Shirt Auction
• Would the club look into the possibility of auctioning off match worn shirts? This would generate some extras income for the 

club.
Fan Query/ 
Concern

• Believe this is already done by some 
SPL clubs.  Club looking into 

Official STFC OSC
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BY  ANTHONY REEVES

Subject Details Current RAG Comments

Funds • The team are in good form, will there be funds available in January to continue a push for a profitable promotion?
Fan Query/ 
Concern

• We have a competitive playing budget

Social Media
• Our social media content isn’t as good as other similar sized clubs. For example, Exeter. What are the goals and standards 

expected of our media team?
Fan Query/ 
Concern

• Always looking to improve 

Tannoy
• The tannoy is working well now in the Don Rogers Stand. Perhaps a little loud though as becomes muffled when announcer talks 

too fast.
Fan Query/ 
Concern

• Tannoy system continues to be 
reviewed and improved

Toilet Facilities/ 
Maintenance 

• The women's toilets in the Don Rogers Stand are often blocked and this causes flooding. Please can this be investigated. Also, if 
more women's toilets can be added as there are larger numbers of women now attending matches?

Fan Query/ 
Concern

• Toilets are regularly checked and will 
continue to be improved.  Issues with 
extending can be looked at we consider 
development plans 

Internet/Phone signal
• Previously mentioned in Advisory Board minutes was that it was too expensive to install Wi-Fi around the ground. Has it been 

investigated as to if mobile companies would install masts near or at the ground, or even on the floodlights to improve coverage
at the ground?

Fan Query/ 
Concern

• Several fans commenting on poor 
signal at the ground when checking half 
time score etc.  

Smoking Areas
• There are apparently smoking areas for only two of the three stands? Please can you clarify where the smoking areas are around 

the ground?

Fan Query/ 
Concern • Will review and confirm 

Arkells Stand Queues
• With increased attendances, queuing to enter the Arkells Stand can be very confusing with a lot of people in a relatively small 

area both queuing and walking behind the stand. Can the club look at improving the queue system behind the stand, including 
the away fans?

Fan Query/ 
Concern

• Possible installation of barriers, better 
signage, additional stewards

Official STFC OSC
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BY JAMES SPENCER

Workstream Progress/Achievements
Current 
R/A/G

Actions to Green / Comments

County Ground: 
Development and Shares

• Shares to be offered after completion of sales, and campaign to be run via new website 
• Deposit due 31 Jan 2023, with 6 months to complete
• Lots of contract work with legal paperwork between us, club and SBC. Updates being made of the JV agreement. Ball is still in our court, but progress is 

being made and in a good place.
• Trust working on details of shares and marketing of this to fans on the new website. Website will go live formally early January with details on.

On Track
• Deposit and timeline news via FF was well 

received by Trust members and wider 
fanbase

New Website

• Nautilus Marketing appointed to design and develop Phase I of new TrustSTFC website; go-live scheduled for August - but now delayed
• Delay due to much larger integration process than previously suggested 
• New site will provider greater functionality and support the CG share scheme and providers members area for Trust membership benefits.
• Final review completed by board members and signed off. Site ready for go live. Website will go formally live in early Jan to launch CG shares.

Delay

Statue

• Project on track
• Looking at Insurance options for statue once it is in place
• Bronzed maquette completed by sculptor Alan Herriott, approved by Board members, we can use this now to show Don/others.
• Article sent out to members with survey on elements of statue – very good response and positive feedback on.

Results: What size – 76% go for big version 125%, Statue base type – Granite – 80%, Location – 58% within stadium grounds
We will continue to discuss with the club in the context of the stadium

On Track
• Herriott recently commissioned by 

Manchester United to produce Jimmy 
Murphy statue [4 apps for STFC too]

Club Museum

• Good discussions with Exeter City and early meetings held with Swindon Town Football Club too. Research continues and site visits to established 
museums being planned

• Next step is proposal to JV on this for review.
• Trust to complete opening a charity for the Museum – got questions back from charity commission and gone back on these.
• Basic details agreed on way forward on this with club

On Track • Basic details agreed on way forward.

Fan Engagement

• 1st of our regular workstream emails went out last week - planned for every other Monday
• TrustSTFC engaging with The Redcliffe Collective re: potential for an STFC mural around the ground 
• Published our letter sent to both local MPs about the potential pause to independent football regulator 
• James S working with OSC on ideas to improve the atmosphere in the ground and initiates.

On Track • Fans Forum very well received 

Environment & 
Sustainability

• Keen to meet with Swindon Borough Council and discuss some ideas around sustainable travel; planning to contact Swindon Cycling Campaign
• Good responses to membership email that we sent out and stall at CG game recently. Ideas on travel to ground, sustainability ideas etc.. Ideas to be 

shared with club in AB
On Track

Diversity & Inclusion • Working group being established to look at what can be done to encourage interest from the various communities around Swindon On Track

NextGen • Trust keen to encourage more boys and girls from secondary schools to attend matches at the County Ground On Track
• Looking for sponsorship for NextGen 

scheme

Swindon Town Women
• Full support for Swindon Town Women and would like to help them play home matches at Foundation Park and The County Ground
• Nationwide have completed a donation payment to cover the cost of playing at FP
• Trust support available, should it be required

On Track
• Integration of STFCWomen into wider 

operations a fantastic move

TrustSTFC Feedback
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Workstream Progress/Achievements

TrustSTFC Member 
Feedback/Qs
(Nov.. 2022)

• Will there be any Christmas market or nice celebration of Christmas at the CG this year?  Unfortunately not able to as on non-match days the Club does not have use of the car park 
• Are the club willing to re look at the U16 enforcement or comment further on it.  Discussed and agreed a revised policy 
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Workstream Progress/Achievements

Responses to Q’s 
re: Debentures & 
Accounts

● Were the debentures paid personally by Clem?

Yes

● Is the club now in debt to Clem to the tune of £2.95m, and is this on top of the interest-free £1.8m he recently referenced at the advisory board?

Yes

● If so, when will/does Clem expect to be repaid? And is this interest-free? (like the £1.8m)

No repayment date or plans and yes, interest free

● Are we able to know who was in receipt of the debentures payment?

Kirk Rock Project Management

● When is the next set of accounts due for publication?

Feb 2023

● Will the next round of accounts be published in full detail?

Depends on legal matters outstanding.  Accounts will be shared with Advisory Board
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Workstream Progress/Achievements

Sponsors Feedback

• The need for STFC to publish a Business Directory
• STFC to provide a calendar of events so that sponsors can more easily plan their diaries to attend relevant events
• The only concern I have is the under new 16s policy. I am wondering if there is a win win for all to be had here. I am worried it might prevent long term further 

fans, just an idea, is there a way the club could get parent/guardians details of any under 16 as part of a season ticket/ticket etc. That way holding youngsters to 
account etc.  I also understand the clubs worry re damage. However it's a small minority causing issues and not fair on others. Another could be that tickets for 
unders are not sold on their own so the discount wouldn't apply. If they are they pay a full adult price etc?
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• Any Other Business (AOB)

• What went well, what didn’t work so well 

• Review actions from this meeting

• Agree public relations and immediate next steps

• Additional Agenda items for the next meeting

• Agree next meeting date, duration and location

AOB, Review Actions and Agree Next Agenda
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